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Jojo meme template reddit

Place where I post my own templates or interesting ones about Jojo. Page 2i.redd.it/w6fsit... Hi, I have tried to find the short video template where abbacchio takes a sip of his wine and starts kicking the civilian too. Can someone send me the video? (Not the whole anime scene, just that part that has been used for memes) Page 2i.redd.it/bn69na... Page 2Opt shit... Didn't think
we'd do it. Especially not so fast. Keep memeing, memers. Maybe one day we will see one of our formats in popular. Or more likely see them stolen and then in popular. That's life. So here's to our first thousand, and to all the thousands to come. EDIT: The poster deleted their account. Please redirect questions and comments to you/T4ll0, which will soon re-post this with the
finished Golden Wind templates. To celebrate the ring in the new year, my buddy u/T4ll0 and I have been working months on a project never done before: collecting meme templates of an entire animated series. It's clear enough that the meme community of Reddit loves JoJo's Bizarre Adventure. We are no exception. We thought it would only be appropriate to make a picture
album of meme templates from JoJo's Bizarre Adventure series. Or rather 13 albums. Phantom Blood FilmPhantom BloodBattle Tendency2000 OVAStardust Crusaders — Road to Egypt1993 OVAStardust Crusaders — Battle in EgyptDiamond Is Unbreakable - Chapter IDiamond Is Unbreakable — Hunt for the ArrowDiamond Is Unbreakable — Hunt for the KillerGolden Wind
(Coming soon)Thus spoke Kishibe RohanAdditionally, we completed a bonus album for 2011 Touhou OVA hereNOTES:• Most of these templates are captioned with Some-Stuffs translations. Some of them are subtitled with Crunchyroll translations.• All of them are manually texted by u/T4ll0.• Anime templates are sized at 1920x1080 from the Blu-ray edition, with the exception of
a few exclusive templates in the TV streaming version.• Due to the Phantom Blood movie's status as lost medium, all sorts of methods are tried to restore each image in high quality. Each template is edited in some way to improve quality.• Huge thanks to Mangomation, Notelu and their acquaintances for their work in restoring the Phantom Blood movie, and further thanks to
Notelu for remastering the 1993 and 2000 OVAs.• Some of the templates in the Phantom Blood movie album are animation errors, or are sourced from promotional recordings that are not included in the official release.• Requests accepted and approved. You can also request an increase or decrease in the font size for a particular template. Please enjoy, and once again - Happy
New Year! Page 2
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